Click option 1 and find Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory
After finding CSHL, you still need to create an account.
Next, go to the “Learn” tab (top right) and update your profile (including your ORCID)
Here is your workspace to create (Create plan) or update existing plans (My Dashboard)
You can then click the “Create plan” and start forming a DMP.

Here you can designate your plan specific for your funding agency.
You can then click the "Create plan" and start forming a DMP.

Here you can designate your plan specific for your funding agency.
1.) Write a brief description of project details
2.) Plan overview presents a brief description of the questions the funders want you to address.
3.) Write plan: Open each accordion to answer each component. If unsure, cycle through these tabs to get guidance and suggestions from DMPTools and CSHL specifically.
4.) Share plan: (optional): Invite collaborators to coauthor the plan

Request feedback from the CSHL Library on your plan. You can also email directly (top right mail icon)
5.) Download the specified plan in the format that you need
5.) Download the specified plan in the format that you need
Any plans that you have drafted will appear under my dashboard. You can openly share (or not) any of the plans you have created.